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Be not afraid of growing slowly, 

Be afraid only of standing still. 

Chinese proverb 
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A personal return on experience from over 30 years strength sports experience. 

By Mark Notschaele 

Young Lifting & Starting out 

Disclaimer: When you want to start a rigorous training program – consult your physician beforehand. 

 

 

I do believe that weight training for young kids (6-16) should be 

approached with care, but by no means avoided.  

DANGEROUS  

In any other sports, like soccer, physical demands on trainees are very 

considerable and not considered damaging by the general public - but 

statistics speak another language. See the table below (Source : Journal of 

Strength and Conditioning Research 1994, 8(1), 53-57 – Brian p. Hamill, 

Relative Safety of weightlifting and Weight Training).  
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LEAD 

Moving is just natural for kids - A natural start of the process of strength & Conditioning kids already 

make on the playground. They pull themselves up, climb, squat, throw, run, and jump. When my kids 

were very young (6-12 years old) and saw me working out, I encouraged them to do some of these 

natural body movements with me in my home gym. Unfortunately kids have less physical activity these 

days, and all playgrounds seen to have been made “safe” – to the extent that they are no longer physical 

challenging. 

Photo – Timo : age 14 - 18 

Getting kids voluntary away 

from their game computers, 

Iphones, Facebook, TV is a 

major challenge in itself. 

Collecting point in GTA is not 

the same then racking up kg 

and reps in the gym – but you 

can appeal to the feeling of 

achievement in the real world...  

and more convincing, live the 

example yourself. Kids will 

mimic your behavior. It is not 

very convincing to tell your kids 

to “do sports – because it is 

important in life” if you sit on the couch with a beer and a bag of potato chips. 

The choice of the schedule / routines when starting out is not as critical for young kids – it should have 

some structure though, and be more play like with lots of free body or free weights movement. Fitness 

machines should be avoided – as they are usually not fit for kids size.  

Furthermore – getting kids do a form of structured strength training will dramatically reduce the injury 

rates in other sports they engage in. An example is reduction of hamstring injuries in soccer players 

when they engage in “glute ham raises” structurally. 

GROW & MOVE 

To underscore the positive effects that sport, and in this case weight training can have on young people 

there is a story to tell about my boys, My sons, especially Steffen had severe growing pains in his body at 

the age of 14. This to the point he was crying tears from pain frequently. He even got taken to hospital 

by ambulance once because at school they thought he was having a seizure of some sort. Our doctor 

diagnosed his problem as the multitude of joints to the ribcage and back growing and causing the pains. 
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He drew the right conclusion, gave him some light pain killers for when things got to painful, but more 

important told our boys to move, move and move and practice sports seriously to stretch the joints and 

rib cage. I put my son on a simple routine of squats, pushups, pullups and pullovers…and some months 

into practicing the previous described training scheme, the pains had disappeared. Of course this could 

be classified as a coincidence, ie that there growing phase was over but seen the fact that at 14 they 

stood about 1.65 m and at 16 years old 1.80 one can only conclude that they have been in a continued 

growth phase since the “growing pain incident” 

LEARN 

Photo Steffen : age 14 - 18 

Learning coordination and 

movement patterns are more 

important than 

“overloading”. This builds a 

basis for a ramp-up in 

strength later on. When 

starting out - kids these days 

are very likely to be below 

their genetically normal 

muscle mass level and 

coordination capability levels 

– with greetings to TV, Ipads 

and Xbox & Co.. So whatever they do on regular and somewhat progressive (weightlifting) training will 

increase their strength, as long as you avoid overtraining. Also note that when you are starting out it is 

not easy to over train. Kids are just not strong enough yet to over stress their recuperation ability of 

their body by training.  

Mae and female kids before and after puberty will increase strength, where dramatic hypertrophy of 

muscles will only occur in males kids once they hit puberty. 

Having youngsters do too much volume and not rest enough between training sessions is in my 

experience damaging and responsible for the bad reputation of lifting by young people. Having them, 

once they have learned the proper movements in a strict manner, use progressive heavier weights, but 

keep reasonable low volume and sufficient rest is an optimal approach. Bad form, too much volume and 

not enough rest for sure has the potential to lead to injuries, fatigue and growth disorders in young 

athletes. 

The key is also to starting out properly straightaway. Make sure the kids learn and appreciate the most 

effective basic movements properly and early on – pushups/benchpress, pullups/pulldowns, squat, 

press, dips… In many cases at gyms young and starting out trainees are not getting the required specific 

attention. They seem to bank on what I mentioned prior that "everything works" when you start out. 

Very common is that they get a printed routine handed and a demo of the exercises once and get asked 
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to do this routine for the next few months. This results in sloppy form in doing exercises, not getting to 

know and learn the concept of real intensity and learn the arsenal of the most effective movements.  

 This results in suboptimal level and speed of progress, which will make them loose interest in the 

strength sports fast. In no other sports guidance and coaching is so minimalized. In experimenting with 

my twins boys I have seen the tremendous advantage of avoiding the pitfalls I have been confronted 

with over the years. 

APPROACH 

When my boys were 13-14 years old they occasionally did 

some exercises when was working out, next to their soccer 

and triathon training. At 15 years they asked me for a real 

routine. I started them off a circle training, which I called 

"basic power", twice a week. The routine contained only 3 

or 4 exercises done as superset cycles, and they performed 

three cycles. The exercises performed were the typical 

compound movements: bench-press, small grip pull downs, 

squat. We cycled the exercises and order of exercises 

through "basic power 2" (pull-ups, dips, squat) and "basic 

power 3" (bench press, pull-ups, squat, deadlift) routines. Each routine was done during 6 weeks. 

Overall the break-in routine took us three months. I made the boys concentrate on learning the 

movements, not on adding weight before they were able to do some 12 reps. Of course we kept logs 

from the training. The result was good coordination/neurological training and their tendons got time to 

adjust to the stress (as these take more time to adapt vs the muscles itself). The sessions were 

compelling but short and fun, as they already saw their strength increasing over this period. 

 

Photo Timo: age 16 - 18 
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After the initial break-in routines of circle training – and nearing 16 years of age - with increasing 

intensity to learn the movements and get the tendons to get stronger, I got my boys on real strength 

training routines which are brief, intense and infrequent. We reverted to using westsidebarbell routines 

and heavy duty routines. We keep logs of the sessions and maintain a large white board with personal 

records. As per westside barbell recommendations we cycle exercises frequently, nearly every session. 

We continue to add gadgets to our home gym to break the routine (sting ray, manta ray, top squat, 

chains, bands..) The boys make progress in reps or added weight nearly ever training and - apart for sore 

muscles - have not developed any injuries. Recording personal bests and keeping training logs is very 

important for motivation. Taking pictures and seeing progress in "looks" from month to month is a great 

motivator as well. 

I will not elaborate on the details of Mike Mentzers Heavy Duty routine the Westside Barbell routines 

here, as there are enough books and material available on those on the Internet. Some reading 

recommendations are listed at the end of the booklet. The principles of both these routines however 

have the same roots. The routines are demanding mentally and physically, based on high intensity and it 

is clear from the results in strength and muscle mass gains that the aspects of the sessions being brief 

and there is enough rest days between the sessions is outperforming high volume  

An advantage is here as that as youngsters they keep having time for other aspects of their life - friends, 

study, play, other sports. 

RESULTS 

What are realistic strength and muscle mass expectations when working out efficiently and effectively ? 

To make a point about real results, a short testimony statement about my twins boy sons Timo and 

Steffen. Starting at the age of 16, from a sport base of having played soccer for years and some running 

raining, they worked out from Sept 2012 to Oct 2013 using the basic RAISE principles, which are 

described in this article. In that year they gained 100% strength in main movements like benchpress, 

squat and deadlift and gained 9 kg of lean bodyweight – 

resulting in an overall muscular and athletic look, way 

beyond the average in their age group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo: Steffen & Timo : age 16 - 18 
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